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Metro 
EXECUTNE MANAGEMENT AND AUDIT COMMITTEE 

NOVEMBER 18,2010 

SUBJET: K-I 2 STUDENT FARE STRUCTURE 

ACTION: APPROVE RECOMMENDATION 

Adapt K~12'Student fare program that includes a $1 .OO stored value fare and a $1 .OO 
default fare'available only student K-12 TAP card. 

TAP has peietrated nearly 80% of Metro Pass users. One segment that has lagbed is 
the student (K-12) population. Distribution of passes is the most significant barrier in 
establishing a TAP-based student program. In many cases, students require passes in 
a mote immediate timeframe that can be reasonably provided. To address this barrier 
staff is proposing the use of pre-programmed TAP cards that will enable students to 
purchase fares in three different ways: 

.I) A student monthly pass may be loaded (this option is currently available); 

2) A cash, pltrwe may loaded that would deduct a $1.00 fare for each use; 

3) A defaultstudent cash fare would be identified as $1 .OO if no value was loaded on the 
' 

card: '~ayrn@nt would be required at the time of boarding. 

. , An inventb* of student TAP catds would be delivered to participaling,school&. T W ~  
cards wouI&be distributed directly to students and loaded with the reduced pas or a 
cash, purseyqt any TAP outlet or the school (provided they have proper equipment). 
These Studbnt TAP cards could also be registered for balance protection. This 

, approach pbvided students, parents and schools with the - \ greatest flexibility in 
purchasing 'reduced price fare media. 

The key issue in this approach is that currently no K-12 studerit fare exists. Staff is 
recommending a $1 .OO fare because it provides an immediate discount to students with 
a TAP card (either though the default fare or using stored value) but does not 
discourage or purchase of the $24 monthly pass. 



POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Currently, the only discount fare available to students is the $24 Student Monthly Pass. 
This pass offers a significant discount from the regular Metro Monthly Pass. There is no 
established cash fare for students. The recommended $1 .OO fare would only be 
available to K-12 students using a TAP card. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 

The alternative is to leave the current student fare structure as is. Students would' still 
have the ability to purchase the $24 K-12 Student Monthly Pass on TAP cards. This is 
not recommended only because it limits the flexibility of the students to use the pass 
immediately. 

FINANCIAL IMPACT 

The recommended $1 .OO fare is below the regular base fare but above the average 
fare. The best value for students remains the K-12 Student Monthly Pass. Staff does not 
project reduction in revenue as a result of this modification to the fare structure. 

Future Fare Structure Alternatives 



NEXT STEPS 

Staff will make appropriate modifications to the fare system and being implementation of 
the program in June, 201 1. 

Prepared by: Matt Raymond, Chief Communications Officer 
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